All loading and design efforts supplied by customer is assumed accurate. Only the stated Design Assumptions were considered and must be verified by the responsible Engineer of Record (EOR). The basis of HILTI component and connection design is the published data in the current HILTI Technical Guide, including material and cross-sectional properties, allowable load values, factors of safety, methods of calculation, and limiting factors. The EOR must verify suitability for any specific application, and the capacity of the supporting structure to receive the shown configuration and associated reaction loads. Modification to components and/or design may alter performances and must be evaluated by the EOR.
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NOTE(S): 1. REFER TO SHEET 1 FOR APPLICABLE NOTE(S).
NOTE(S):
1. PRELIMINARY, NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
2. DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS:
   a. NO LOADS CONSIDERED - CONCEPT ONLY
   b. LATERAL LOADS NOT CONSIDERED
   c. BUILDING CODE NOT SPECIFIED
   d. CORROSION RESISTANCE REQU. NOT SPECIFIED
3. REFER TO COMPONENT MANUFACTURER'S IFUS FOR REQUIRED INSTALLATION INFO.
4. E.[O]R. MUST BE NOTIFIED OF ANY DEVIATIONS FROM EXISTING/NEW SUBSTRATE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREIN TO VALUATE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS HILTI DESIGN PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.